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I N T R O D U C T I O N

In the time I have known Francesca’s work I have seen it evolve from a preoccupation 
with landscape, particularly the grids of stone enclosures in the fields of North Yorkshire 
where she still works in her studio part of the time, to a more general preoccupation with 
the tropes of contemporary abstraction and a broader interrogation of imagery drawn 
from architecture, nature and the history of painting. Underpinning this has been both the 
ingrained doubt of the committed artist and the natural impatience of someone who values 
serious dialogue over and above any easy assumptions about the status of an artwork or its 
maker.

The most interesting of Francesca’s recent discoveries has been her visits to step wells in 
India, and the questions implied by these concerning space and visual architectonics. But in 
particular the assumption, sometimes found in post-colonial thinking and related critical 
theory around art practice, that the modern, geometric and programmatic is somehow a 
redundant stylistic idiom of (colonial) western Modernism. Balkrishna Dohsi and Charles 
Correa (Doshi studied with Le Corbusier, Correa was a vigorous but postive critic of 
Chandigarh) are unequivocal in writing of the adaptation of the Modernist idiom within 
a much older Indian tradition of space, light and geometry that they considered their 
own, whilst fiercely defending Le Corbusier’s influence. Perhaps this fertile remoulding of 
spatial ideas, adapted without the fear of colonising or being colonised, is more useful to 
understanding contemporary abstraction than the idea of Modernism as something needing 
to be rejected. 
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A parallel association for me is with the work of Helmut Federle. One of Federle’s most
intriguing projects in these terms was his exhibition in the Rudulf Steiner Archive in
Dornach, Switzerland. Some of these drawings’ fused grids, appearing like school
geometry exercises in how to move a square through various spatial projections, with
looser and more aleatory gestures. ey seemed to sum up, in the strange locale of Steiner’s
Goetheanum, an ambiguous relationship between a rational programme and a mystical
one. is idea is, perhaps, what Francesca Simon is alluding to in the relationship between
the paintings and drawings in this new body of work, their being both measured in the
geometric sense, and subjective in reference to the symbolic world of the folding altar piece
painted on a wooden panel. Laurence Noga’s text clearly sets out the progression in Simon’s
work and gives references that distinguish between legacies of Systems Art in British
Modernism and the fluid approach based in material experience of space that seem to be 
a more accurate characterisation of what she is doing. I would add one further element
(rooted in the examples given above) that I hope helps clarify what Simon’s attention to
line, surface and a visual sensation of weight is doing. is is to suggest that hers is an
architectural orientation. In other words ‘looking down’ means the spatial perception of
the plan, just as the step well organised space to preserve access to rainwater at all levels
and in all seasons. ere is something deeply pragmatic about this notion, but it is also
sensitive to purpose as inseparable from aesthetics or archetypes.

Andrew Bick, August 2018
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L O O K I N G  D O W N
B y  L a u r e n c e  N o g a

Repeated patterns of existence are mesmerisingly submerged within Francesca Simon’s
current paintings. e recent series of hinged triptychs is inspired by looking down at the
world, noticing both the elusive and the
systematic. She observes angled foreshortened
combinations of geometric patterns, perhaps
on tiled church floors (such as the Borromini
pavement at San Giovanni in Laterano) or the
rough designs and articulations of slanting or
vertical stones in dry stone wall boundaries in
the Yorkshire Moors. Simon is able to make
fine archaeological judgements in relation to
the adaptation and understanding of these
disruptions and patterns. She observes the
world with precision and logic, allowing the
personal to interweave with the potency of illusionistic experience which then resurfaces in
her paintings.

“In Yorkshire I am always walking, which means looking down; I notice things on the ground … fossils,
stones, even adders. It was the topographical patterns of the dry stone walls, unwieldy irregular grids 
on the landscape, enclosing desaturated greenery, which first drew me to abstracting from what I saw
around me.”

is kind of almost numinous identification with the landscape is a significant factor in the
making of her work. On her many walks in Yorkshire Simon might notice the stitching of
fields together through the innumerable congregations of rock forms, pierced openings for
livestock, the angles and curves of sections of dry stone walls, which perhaps mark a space 
or dwelling, or an erasure of past habitations. Perceptions of texture, weight and erosion, the
wear and tear of centuries of harsh northern weather, start to permeate her thoughts and
introduce themselves into the compositions and drawings. You slowly begin to register the
way things lock together, a kind of mapping or trace of her journeys. 
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e identification with a particular place seems always carefully interwoven with a continuing
strategy of reiteration. A routine is developed through the drawing of underlying grids. 
Here the isometric forms are drawn directly onto each panel with near geometric certainty.
e sum of these actions begins the gradual accumulation of a spellbinding set of illusions. 

Speaking to Simon recently in her studio, she describes how (though she is not always sure
what will happen) she continually sands back subsequent gesso layers over the entire surface
of each work to reveal what is beneath. In this way her approach is open, the physicality of
the revealed grounds acknowledging a personal history.

In Als ich kann, 2017, p5, for example, the method of sanding and abrasion, through the
acrylic, linen and wood, seems evocative of deeper memories. We notice the subtle flecks and
a sparkle akin to the use of charcoal. Diamond shapes, painted in thin translucent washes,
hover alongside ‘kite’ structures over a mysterious built-up substructure. e false symmetry
creates myriad densities, and the sensation of a ‘falling’ movement, perhaps with the
intention of destabilising the viewer. 

“Geometry can play pretty serious tricks on 
the mind and that fascinates me.”

Simon’s approach is always to pare away
the unnecessary, to strip back to the
essence, to impose restrictions on her 
own use of colour or shape. A particular
specificity of colour is developed with
clarity and intensity in Alien Logic, 2017,
p6. e black kites, like the English red 
in its counterpart painting Als ich kann,
echo strong associations with the swirling
optical floor designs in the Accademia 

in Venice. is concentrates the mind on the importance of value systems; systems for
controlling eye movements or predicting connections. Simon wants us to rethink how 
we process paintings, through memory, emotion and cognition.

is kind of shiing oscillation calls to mind the multi-panelled paintings of Robert
Mangold. Mangold’s interest in early renaissance fresco paintings with their play of light and
shadow seems to resonate with Simon’s thinking. In writing for Art Forum in 1974 the critic
Joseph Mascheck pointed out that Mangold had been making painting as though moved by

constructive doubt. Later, in his Attic series, 1990, Mangold used irregular quadrilaterals to 
construct his large scale eccentric compositions. e variegated mottled tones on masonite 
or plywood grounds engage peripheral vision, shiing the eye from the seam made by the 
adjoining panels, from one form to another. Mangold thinks through his worked colour 
studies on paper setting up what Mascheck calls a humanist geometry. 

I am immediately reminded of Simon’s earlier works such as Leviathan, p8, made in 2015 
for her exhibition ‘Navigations’ at the Ryedale Folk Museum. Simon starts by choosing three 
parts in response to the breadth and textures of the landscape of the North York Moors. e 
use of repetition exerts a definite and continuous sense of movement and propulsion. e 
precisely taped-off triangulation at one end of the painting protrudes into the edge of the 
field of vision, signalling the notion of an edifice or the exterior of a building, the gridded 
devices and deceptive flatness creating illusory space, and one that points to her recent 
multi-panels. 

A different process takes place in the making of the hinged triptychs such as Aer Campin 2, 
2017, p15. is is a key work in terms of construction. Simon based the work on the Flemish 
Renaissance painter Robert Campin’s Mérode Altarpiece, e Annunciation Triptych, in the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art. Simon’s drawing (at thirty degrees) is reductive and begins an 
elastic transformation.

In Campin’s hands the central panel is a depiction of a middle-class room in which the
Annunciation takes place. ere is a typical settee (common in the Netherlands at the time)
which the Virgin leans against. Clutter and religious symbolism fill the interior: lilies
symbolise Mary's virginity, rays of sunlight at the top le of the painting highlight the scroll
and the book, representing both the Old and the New Testaments. Simon leaves all this out
and its airiness is key to the painting’s success. e viewer registers the black and white
elevations first as roofs then rooms, which produces a tension between the mechanical and
symbolic relationships. is work, and also Aer Campin 1, 2016, p10, suggests perhaps the
spatial matrix of a future city in its feeling of newness and virtuality.
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e shiing saturated compartments of colour draw the viewer in. Simon likes to use oxide
browns and Indian reds, played off against Prussian blue, and warm grey in equal measure.
Balancing the hierarchy of colour across the three panels in architectural combinations is
difficult, but here Simon explores a system of possibilities in the placement and distribution
of the architectural and pictorial. Simon gives the donor and his wife in the le hand panel a
four-colour combination. e Indian red and Prussian blue denote status and sit intimately
inside the projected space. e near sided parallel projections in this case are black and
white, as is the elevation above. 

I particularly like the right-hand panel. Campin portrays St Joseph working as a carpenter,
and it keeps catching my eye, maybe Simon’s as well, as it seems to have greater depth,
possibly through the colour mixing. Simon combines Prussian blue with touches of nickel
azo yellow and a mixture of oxide brown.

“In the Aer Campin paintings I was deliberately attempting a transcription. is is different from my
usual process which relies on the subconscious filtering of visual memories; time elapses and eventually,
unforced, an echo of the original visual experience emerges, usually a close relation in terms of shape
and texture.”

Lateran 1, p16, and Lateran 2, p14, both made in 2016, hinged triptychs, painted straight
onto the birch ply support, owe something to the constructive domain explored in the work
of Lygia Clark, particularly in her understanding of collage: that inherent sense of visual
experimentation, the artist playing with form or altering the line and perspective. ese
operations seem to lie at the core of Simon’s concept of structure, and the way she develops
divisions of colour both achromatic and chromatic. 

When Lateran 2 is open and flattened to the wall a more constructive relief is revealed in 
the horizontal rhythm and modulation of movement. e power of the smoothed slightly
translucent flatness is a key emphasis. But on closer inspection the sanded areas of gesso 
in between increase the illusion of depth and space not only through emotive textural
characteristics but through a hermetic sense of geometry that persuasively suggests an 
eerie constructional effect. 

Lateran 1 has a strange mixture of privacy in a public space within the layers, transparencies
and overlays of colour. ere is a feeling of an eruption of activity as rhomboid forms pulse
inside the isometric structures. e illusion made by the architectural elements pushes right
forward and slips back into space. We can see that the transparency and overlays are made to
be seen both flatly and half opened, as there is a choice to be made about the how the work
can be shown. 
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e temporal concerns and the invitation to the audience to take part in that unhinging 
feels part of the concept for the show. Each manoeuvre has its own duration or unfolding 
co-existence of past and present. I find myself thinking of a relationship with e Wilton
Diptych. is painting feels fundamental to the exhibition in its portability and devotional
context; and is an inspiration for a more direct transcription in one of Simon’s earlier
paintings, Tunnel Vision 2, 2015. e altar piece depicts a strange encounter between the
imaginatively real and something beyond the visible, alluded to perhaps in Simon’s painting
in the juxtaposition of flat white paint and translucent white washes in the winged forms.

at kind of haunting complexity is scaled up in Ghost Logic, p21, and Ghosting, p22, 
both made in made in 2018. ese works have an odd sense of location and unexpected
surface tension. Simon works over the ground of these larger works with vigour, allowing 
the viewer to sense her struggle, her physical engagement with the canvas. in grey 
washes catch in the fissures of sanded gesso and accentuate a primitive engagement with 
the materials used. But the scale of these works pays dividends. In each painting she inserts 
a rectangular structure, an inner frame within the composition, higher up in Ghost Logic,
almost suggesting a stooped figure (Christ carrying his cross perhaps?); lower down in
Ghosting where the black and white composition creates a more foreboding, almost sinister,
atmosphere.

ere is a sense of everything becoming much looser; the grids and overlaying composition
do not resist a figurative interpretation. Francesca Simon understands the way things can be
le more open, as her rationality combines instinctively with the geometry’s physicality
consolidating the whole effect as a single entity.
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L I S T  O F  W O R K S
A N D

P H O T O G R A P H S

       Cover, back and front, inside and outside
       Pushkarni Previewed, 2018

Hinged triptych, acrylic and masking tape on birch ply
Open 54 x 144 x 3cm; central panel 54 x 72 x 3cm, 
side panels 54 x 36 x 3cm

   2    Installation shot of drawings in the Lateran, 
Cosmati and Pushkarni series

   3     Above, le: dry stone wall grid in the snow; 
Right; North York Moors, heather mown aer burning;
Below, le and right: Pushkarni step well at Hampi

   5     Als ich kann, 2017
Acrylic on linen on wood
52 x 40cm

   6    Alien Logic, 2017
Acrylic on linen on wood
52 x 40cm

   7     Above: Borromini pavement at S. Giovanni 
in Laterano, Rome
Below, le: adder; right; fossil

   8    Above: tiled floor at the Accademia, Venice
Below: Leviathan, 2015
Acrylic on linen on wood
Triptych, two panels 122 x 93cm, one panel 122 x 160cm

   9     Merode Altarpiece, studio of Robert Campin, 1427-32 
Hinged triptych, oil on oak
Open: 64.5 x 117.8cm; central panel 64.1 x 63.2cm, 
side panels 64.5 x 27.3cm
(courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York)

10    Aer Campin, 2016
Hinged triptych, acrylic on birch ply
Open 54 x 144 x 3cm; central panel 54 x 72 x 3cm, 
side panels 54 x 36 x 3cm

11     Above: e Wilton Diptych, 1395-9 
Egg on oak
Hinged diptych, each panel 53 x 37cm
English or French (?). Richard ll presented to the 
Virgin and Child by his Patron Saint John the Baptist 
and Saints Edward and Edmund
© e National Gallery, London

           Below: Tunnel Vision 2, 2014
Diptych, acrylic on linen on wood
Each panel 122 x 93cm

13     Studio shot

14    Lateran 2, 2016
Hinged triptych, acrylic on birch ply
Open 48 x 144 x 3cm; central panel 48 x 72 x 3cm, 
side panels 48 x 36 x 3cm

15     Aer Campin 2, 2017
Hinged triptych, acrylic on birch ply
Open 48 x 144 x 3cm; central panel 48 x 72 x 3cm, 
side panels 48 x 36 x 3cm

16    Lateran 1, 2016
Hinged triptych, acrylic on birch ply
Open 54 x 144 x 3cm; central panel 54 x 72 x 3cm, 
side panels 54 x 36 x 3cm

17     Pushkarni Previewed, 2018
Hinged triptych, acrylic and masking tape on birch ply
Open 54 x 144 x 3cm; central panel 54 x 72 x 3cm, 
side panels 54 x 36 x 3cm

18    Drawings in the Lateran, Cosmati and 
&     Pushkarni series, 2017 and 2018
19    Marker and liner pen on gerprint and card

Each drawing 34 x 43cm unframed 

20    Studio shot of Ghosting and Ghost Logic

21    Ghost Logic, 2018
Acrylic on linen on wood
150 x 100cm

22    Ghosting, 2018
Acrylic on linen on wood
150 x 100cm
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           F R A N C E S C A  S I M O N

            1953    Born in Singapore, Lives and works in London and Glaisdale, Yorkshire

  1972-1975    University of Cambridge, Newnham College

  1998-2000    Heatherley School of Fine Art  Diploma in Portraiture

  2002-2005    City & Guilds of London Art School  BA Fine Art

  2009-2010    Central Saint Martins  MA Fine Art

           S O L O  E X H I B I T I O N S

            2012    Taking Shape, Beardsmore Gallery, London

            2014    Site Lines, Beardsmore Gallery, London

            2015    Navigations, Ryedale Folk Museum

            2018    Looking Down, Platform A, Middlesbrough

           S E L E C T E D  G R O U P  E X H I B I T I O N S

            2006    Summer Exhibition, Royal Academy of Arts, London

            2007    Scratching the Surface, the Drawing Schools, Eton College

            2010    Scratching the Surface 2, BayArt, Cardiff

            2011    Small is Beautiful, Flowers Gallery, London

            2012    Ha Ha What Does is Represent?, Standpoint Gallery, London

            2013    Summer Exhibition, Royal Academy of Arts, London

            2014    Making Matters, Platform A, Middlesbrough

            2016    Tim Sayer Bequest: A Private Collection Revealed, 
e Hepworth Wakefield

            2017    Mono, Flowers East, London

            2017    Neo-Geometry, Artist House, New Art Centre, Roche Court

            2018    Small is Beautiful, Flowers Gallery, London

            2018    Inaugural Exhibition Dorothy Garrod Building, Newnham College

           A W A R D S  A N D  C O L L E C T I O N S

            2004    Skinners Company Travel Award

            2010    Cass Art Painting Prize

                        Paintings held in collections including the Government Art Collection, 
the Sayer Collection, Cass Art, City & Guilds Institute, Newnham College
and in private collections

“I had arrived then at the conclusion that in fashioning a work of art 
we are by no means free, that we do not choose how we shall make it 
but that it pre-exists us and therefore we are obliged, since it is both
necessary and hidden, to do what we should have to do if it were a 
law of nature - to discover it.”

Proust: Time Regained
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I am very grateful to Tony Charles for the opportunity of showing this work at Platform-A;
to Andrew Bick, my one-time tutor, for the introduction to the catalogue and for his
support; to Laurence Noga for his essay; and to Carol Robertson and Trevor Sutton for
proof-reading and friendship. I am also grateful to all my children but should mention
Ferdie in particular, for critical advice and for help editing this catalogue; and to Peregrine
more than anyone.

Founded as an extension to Platform Art Studios in 2011, Platform A is an artist led gallery
dedicated to innovative developments in contemporary art through its diverse programme
of exhibitions.

Located in the railway station of central Middlesbrough, Platform A represents emerging
and established artists and is committed to working creatively, exploring new approaches 
to arrive at the best outcomes to provide the highest calibre exhibition programme.

Platform A Gallery is managed by artist Tony Charles as part of Platform Arts Ltd. 
Directors: Tony Charles, Andrew McKeown and Simon McKeown

Published for Looking Down, Francesca Simon’s exhibition at Platform A, Middlesbrough
Images © 2018 Francesca Simon
Text © 2018 Andrew Bick
Text © 2018 Laurence Noga
Photography: Colin Mills and Alastair Levy
Design/typography: Phil Alfrey, London Digital Print
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